Do you__________________
hear what I hear?
Name
Did you know that they help
keep your balance?
Complicatedyou
Machine
Do you hear what I hear?
Did you know they keep
Directions: Draw a line matching the description of each organ on the
growing your whole life?
left with its picture on the right.
- You've got 2 of them
- It's an optical lens that you
look through
- Sometimes glasses improve
their view

Kidney

- When you use your mouth
or nose, it's where the air
goes
- It transfers oxygen from
the air to your blood

Eyes
- By removing liquid waste
they keep your blood clean
- There are two of them kind
of shaped like a bean
- They're part of a system
called urinary

Lungs

Complicated Machine Cont’
- It performs over 500
chemical functions
- Filtering your blood to
remove pollution
- Removing poisons it
protects your body

Bladder

- It's for storage and
disposal of your liquid
waste
-An expanding, muscle sac
with 13 ounces of space

Stomach

- It's the sac attached to
your esophagus tube
- Full of digestive juices that
help to break down your
food

Liver

“Complicated Machine” Answer Key
- You've got 2 of them
- It's an optical lens that you
look through
- Sometimes glasses improve
their view

Kidney

- When you use your mouth
or nose, it's where the air
goes
- It transfers oxygen from
the air to your blood

Eyes

- By removing liquid waste
they keep your blood clean
- There are two of them kind
of shaped like a bean
- They're part of a system
called urinary

Lungs

“Complicated Machine” Answer Key Cont’

- It performs over 500
chemical functions
- Filtering your blood to
remove pollution
- Removing poisons it
protects your body

Bladder

- It's for storage and
disposal of your liquid
waste
-An expanding, muscle sac
with 13 ounces of space

Stomach

- It's the sac attached to
your esophagus tube
- Full of digestive juices that
help to break down your
food

Liver

